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INTRODUCTION
My early work in ceramics emphasized functional rather
than purely sculptural forms, and was wheel-thrown as opposed
to slab or coil formed. Early experimentation in combinations
of forms developed into the joining of jar with cover. When
more than one form was used, there was the possibility of
greater variety and sculptural interest. Wheel -thrown
covered containers seemed particularly suited to my thesis
project because of their functional nature and the inherent
possibilities for greater exploration.
My thesis proposal stated an interest in "the relation
ship between the various functions of the covered ceramic jar
and related forms, and their aesthetic
considerations."
During the actual production of the work, my concern shifted
somewhat from this purely functional emphasis, to the
inclusion of sculpturally treated covered jars with no
specific function.
The covered jar has several unique aesthetic con
siderations. Two forms must be blended to create a well-
integrated whole. However, the component forms when
separated must remain satisfying, especially in the case
of the bottom pot. At the same time, there must exist
enough tension in this divided jar to suggest the completion
again of form with lid. There is also a unique functional
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consideration in that the form serves primarily as a
covered container, which requires a close fitting, easily
removable lid. In addition to the above general con
siderations, I found that two specific relationships, within
the covered pot, dominated my thinking. These were the
interaction of the total form both with the lip of cover and
jar, and with the terminal ending.
The governing philosophy stated by Rhodes seems to
best define my working principles. "Pots should originate
not as isolated orphans but as families and clans of pots
which are related and come into being as the result of
consecutive work resulting from convictions and ideas that
require more than one example for adequate expression".
Whereas a single pot can often exist as an exclusive
representation of a specific Idea, my work seemed rather
to need a series of pots for one expression. In the former
case, there is only a slight family resemblance between
pieces, in that a new idea often finds its roots in a
previous one, but in my case, there is a whole series of
pots that very closely resemble one another. A single form
idea was explored with the juggling of slight variations in
form, foot, and knob to obtain the same or a more complete
expression. When this idea was temporarily exhausted, the
jump was then made to the next series. This approach seems
to have especial merit when working with functional rather
than sculptural ceramics.
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As stated above, my interest has always been in
functional pieces, and in their most naturally producing
tool, the wheel. As a result, all pieces of the thesis
project were wheel-thrown, although the slab and coil were
sometimes used In terminal ending, foot, and decoration. I
often utilized the contrast between the freedom of the latter
method, and the control of wheel -made forms.
My early glaze experimentation centered around cone
five oxidation glazes, and In the later summers expanded
to include cone nine reduction. In my final pieces both
were used extensively. My thesis work extended through
several years and working locations, with the resultant
changes in clay, glazes, and firing conditions. I have
included discussions and Illustrations of work done both
at the School of American Craftsmen, summers of 1966 and 1967,
and at the University of Chicago Rs Midway Studios, September
1966 - June, 1967.
DISCUSSION OP COVERED JARS
A. LIDS AND TERMINAL ENDINGS
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Leach describes the possible thrown lids: sunken,
flange, cover, and inset, both curved and flat. All of
these lids were explored in the thesis project. Due to the
method of construction and placement of#holding rim, each
kind contributes differently to the total form of the jar.
The choice of lid type must always be made with the pot's
total expression in view. Seldom Is one type interchange
able with another for the same form idea, even when size
and curve are identical.
The sunken cover (Plate l) is one In which the lidRs
rim is raised over that of the pot. The main part of the
cover is lowered and suspended within the opening. Its
advantages are that it is thrown right side up, and fits
securely into even a tilted jar. It seems suited primarily
for teapot forms and received the least experimentation.
The flange cover (Plate l) has the holding edge on
the lid, and the pot itself terminates in a simple rim.
Because of this, the bottom jar appears complete when the
cover is removed. This lid and all of the following are
thrown upside down, a way which always creates difficulties
in the determination of the curve needed to complement the
bottom form. The flange cover was used in two distinct ways,
In the casseroles (Plate 3), I found added strength was
given to the form if the protruding rim of the casserole met
an equally protruding rim of the lid. This was most easily
accomplished with a flange cover. In another series of pots
(Plate 16), the main formal emphasis of the jar is again
the meeting rims, echoed by knob, and in some cases handles.
Because these rims must necessarily remain unglazed,
unglazed clay was often repeated in other areas. Flange
covers were also used where a continuation of form was
desirable (Plate 20). Here the cover was curved to blend
with the curve of the pot, and a large overlay of cover on
pot allowed the form to flow in an unbroken arc.
A similar feeling was obtained by using the kind of
lid which Leach refers to as - cover (Plate l). Here the
holding rim Is on the pot, with its formal disadvantages in
the uncovered piece. This cover forms a continuous unbroken
line with the bottom, and lends itself well to oval or
spherical shapes. Distortion of the symmetrical form is
easily accomplished, with a minimum disruption to the fit of
the cover. It was therefore used for many of the more
sculptural pieces.
In the cases of the inset (Plate l), the simple rim of
the lid sits Into the ledge of the pot. This heavy ledge
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controls the curve of the bottom pot and provides a resting
place from which the compatible curve of the cover can spring.
It produces a natural break in form, which is most pleasing
on wider casserole shapes. The cover is light and easily
lifted, in contrast with the weight of the heavily rimmed
flange cover.
I also experimented with an additional kind of lid,
resulting from the slanted cut of a totally enclosed sphere
(Plate 2). The upper half of the sphere forms the cover.
I found this lid type unsatisfactory. The precision of a
thrown lid seemed necessary to the form of these pieces.
No matter how far I strayed from a functional piece, it
still seemed a necessary requirement that the cover should
fit. That criterion was almost impossible to fulfill with
this type of lid.
The terminal endings on my pieces satisfy two require
ments
- that of grasping and lifting, and that of completion
of form. Only in a few cases where the cover can be easily
lifted directly by the hand, is there really no functional
need for a knob. The hand ordinarily grasps a raised knob
from underneath. I found that jars ending in fingerholds in
high relief worked equally well. The ending was grasped on
top with the fingers (Plate 11). This type gave more freedom
of form when working with asymmetrical and sculptural jars.
The knobs of both types were wheel -thrown and hand built.
The height of the knob above the pot became as essential as
the shape of the knob. A different feeling results from a
flat knob than from a raised one. Each pot requires its own
height of terminal ending to give a satisfactory solution to
the piece.
B. CASSEROLES
The initial experimentation with low wide jars, in
the summer of 1966, resulted in several varieties of a
casserole form, of which three seemed most successful.
These were then explored in greater depth.
Inherent in the functional nature of casseroles, are
certain stringent standards, which are only partially appli
cable in the case of other covered jars. The necessary
criteria are: the interior space must function well as a food
container, the lid must be tight-fitting and easily grasped
and lifted, and the interior glaze must be smooth and easily
cleaned.
A collared casserole underwent many variations of form
(Plate 3). The verticality or inward slant of the concave
collar, the height of the lidRs dome, and the repetition of
the curvature of the knob in the curvature of the collar,
were all slightly varied. Slight changes in these areas
seemed to alter the final expression of the pot. As stated
previously, the shape was most pleasing when the rim of the
pot met the rim of the flange cover with equal strength.
This meeting point became more strongly accented and there
fore crucial, because of the negative curve of the collar.
Handles were unnecessary, as both the outward curve of the
pot and the collar are easily grasped for lifting.
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A simple glaze treatment seemed best for this broken
form (Plate 7). The majority of the glazing was done with
iron variations of ash glazes or Morino's glaze. Both con
tain natural subtle variations with varying thickness. On
some pieces the concave collar was left unglazed (Plate 4).
In others a double thickness of glaze on knob and collar
added decorative interest.
It is interesting to compare three casseroles of this
type. In the first casserole (Plate 4), the emphasis of
the form seems to be downward. The downward push of the
cover is the strongest line and the widest circumference Is
in the lower half of the piece. This emphasis is alleviated
by contrasting elements which prevent it from overpowering
the shape. They are found In the upward movement of the
collar and of the stem of the knob. The potRs large diameter
in relation to the height demands the width of the terminal
ending. The collar was left in natural clay to relieve the
unchanging glaze surface and to emphasize the rim.
In the next piece (Plate 5), the movement is neither
towards bottom or top, but outwards to the point of meeting
rims. Its main quality seems to be a vertical symmetry and
a uniform squatness. Since both the bottom and top curve
have the same directional force, an unpleasant shell shape
would have resulted if not for the concave collar. Both
the form and the slightly indented curve of the cover
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required a low flat knob. Two subtle vertical strips of
a contrasting glaze on the cover and bottom, but not on the
collar, alleviate the severity of the glazed surface and
emphasize the symmetry of the top and bottom elements.
In the last casserole (Plate 6), there is a slight
upward directional force because of the greater height of
the bottom curve in relation to the cove*. Also, the upper
rim of the collar is narrower than the bottom rim. A deep
Indentation of collar exactly matches the knob and both are
symmetrical vertically. The flowing uninterrupted curves
of cover, knob, and bottom give this pot a simple grace and
rhythm. The uniform glaze changes only on
the'
throwing
marks, which adds to the simplicity.
The second casserole form explored was totally different
in form and cover. It consisted of a concave side, heavy
rim, and a slightly domed inset lid (Plate 8 top). In this
form the important variables seemed to be the slope of the
side and the type of knob used. Little variation was possible
in the form of the cover, as any increase in the height of
the dome made the pot seem awkward and uneven in form. A
totally flat lid tended to sink in the firing. Much of the
strength of the casserole Rs form was dependent upon the
strength of the rim. The horizontal lip was at its best when
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it was level with the terminating curve of the cover.
Whereas the previous casserole form seemed to discourage
decoration, here the concave sides seemed especially suit
able for a carved or painted decoration.
The third type of casserole formed an interesting
contrast (Plate 8 bottom). The convex sides were full and
rounded, and gave an added feeling of holding and contain
ing. Again the strength of rim was important, and the lid
was of the inset variety. The squatness of form seemed to
demand a close lying wide knob, just high enough to be
easily grasped.
C. RELATED CASSEROLES AND TEAPOTS
The use of a casserole suggests the Idea of a com
panion serving piece, such as a tea or coffee pot. A family
resemblance must, therefore, be established in these related
pieces. It became apparent, however, in attempting to
achieve this, that the forms dictated by .the separate func
tions are often incompatible.
The size of the jar must be large either in width or
in height, while the teapot requires a small compact form.
The jar needs a large, or at least a hand-sized opening, but
the teapot must have a small opening for heat retention.
Where volume and lid size change, the size and shape of the
knob is, of course, affected. Any type of well-fitting lid
seems suitable to the function of a jar, but a teapot requires
a deep lid, either of the flange or sunken variety. The
former can function well without any appendages, but a tea
pot form must be suitable to the additions of spout and handle.
The teapot, of course, has its own additional requirements.
It must be lifted and tipped easily, and be poured without
dripping.
With such a contrast in the required forms, the
resemblance between the two seems often to rely on subtle and
almost superficial similarities. The resemblance is mainly
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established in decoration and glaze, although some
restricted forms can be found that satisfy the requirements
of both.
The first casserole type presented major difficulties
in this respect. The emphasis in this casserole was the
collar, and as rim size changed, the form and slant of the
collar were naturally affected (Plate 9).
In the second variety, the aperture size difference
could be solved in two ways. The teapot could have a wide
opening similar to the casserole. A more successful
method was used where the side turned inward, thus forming
a top in which a smaller opening could be formed (Plate 10
top) .
The last casserole form seemed most suitable for
combination. Here the curve needed only to be stretched
inward to a smaller opening, and a holding rim placed on the
cover. What resulted was a pleasant and functional teapot
form (Plate 10 bottom, c.f., Plate 8 bottom). Here and in
the previous casserole type, reed handles were used on the
teapot. Because of the dissimilarity of material, these
handles seemed to detract least from the formal resemblance
of teapot to casserole.
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D. SCULPTURALLY TREATED COVERED JARS
Here, my interest in the function of the pot as a
covered container was reduced as a result of my involvement
with one particular kind of shape. This shape is the sphere
or oval, emphasized in form towards bottom or top by the
point of largest circumference, or distorted into asymmetry.
My first variation was a continuous circular form,
unbroken as little as possible by the cover, and containing
raised fingerholds rather than a knob (Plates 11, 12, 13)-
The terminal decoration was slab-formed or modeled. Slab
handles became necessary on some pieces to repeat the
terminal decoration, rather than out of a need for lifting.
This rough textured decoration offered contrast to both the
smoothness of the thrown surface and the evenness of the
circular form.
When experimentation began with the flange cover on
such an oval, the rim as the breaking point of the form
added special interest. This emphasis was then paralleled
in terminal ending and sometimes in handles. The rim had,
of necessity, to be left partially unglazed. This became a
unifying concept, with unglazed areas throughout the pot.
As a result of the broken form, a more symmetrical raised
knob seemed necessary to leave the curve of the lid unbroken.
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One example of this is a pot with combined pulled forms used
to shape the upper knob, and joined to the lid with a modeled
stem (Plate 14). The same type of jar was also made with a
slab-formed terminal ending designed to be picked up from
the top with fingerholds (Plates 15, 16).
A series of pots followed in which the unbroken oval
was contrasted with wheel-thrown knob and foot (Plates 17,
18). These were thrown separately and later attached with
slip. I became interested in giving the pot a. dominant side
or front by placing a decoration and an Indentation only on
one side. This gave the lid only one way of fitting
accurately.
The idea of sphere with indented cover and side was
used in another grouping of pots with flange covers (Plates
19, 20) . Here the knob was a dominant stemmed slab form.
This form was then inverted for a different expression
(Plate 21). The sphere changed in size, and the knob became
a long slender foot. The curve of the flange cover was left
unchanged except for an occasional fingerhold.
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E. CLAY AND GLAZES
1 . CLAYS
Two clay bodies were used in the preparation of this
work. The first was the standard SAC stoneware body (by
weight) :
Kentucky Special Ball Clay 100
XX Sagger Clay 100
Red Art Clay 25
Dalton Clay 25
North American Fire Clay 25
Bentonite 3
Red Iron Oxide 2-5
At cone nine, when the reduction is heavy, this clay
fires to a dark brown color. I found this color unsuitable
for the unglazed portions of my work, and my lighter toned
glazes were discolored by this body. It was, therefore, used
primarily for cone five oxidation, and a lighter body was
substituted for the later cone nine reduction pieces. The
recipe Is (by volume) :
Cedar Heights Gold Art Clay 100
A. P. Green Fire Clay 70
Cedar Heights Red Art Clay 20
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This clay had a light tan color, and the covering glazes
remained clearer. This clay was much less plastic than the
SAC body, however, so a final substitution was made of 20
parts Kentucky Ball Clay for 20 parts Gold Art.
Both of these clay bodies work satisfactorily for




There are several characteristics peculiar to the
glazing of covered containers. It is obvious that the
interior glaze is visible only when the cover is removed.
This glaze must, therefore, complement the exterior surface,
but it cannot be essential to the total effect. If the piece
is to be put to actual use, as a food container, the
interior glaze must be smooth for easy cleaning, irrespective
of the texture of the exterior surface.
One of my main glaze experimentations involved iron
glazes. The changeability of this colorant, from green to
brown to red, especially interested me. Further color
changes could be obtained by the addition of rutile for gold
tones and bone ash for stronger reds. My glaze application
was through pouring, and in many cases slips and oxides were
used below the glaze surface. All were fired at either cone
nine in a reducing atmosphere, in Alpine updraft kilns, or
at cone five oxidation, in electric kilns.
The following pages list the principal glazes used.
The quantities refer to grams, rather than percentages.
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Mar Matte. Cone nine reduction. This was originally
developed by me as a cone five oxidation glaze. Additions of
barium carbonate 10 and ball clay 34 made the glaze usable at
cone nine. At both temperatures, the glaze has a smooth matte
surface.
One of the main color variations used was rutile 2.5
and red iron oxide 2, which resulted in a color ranging from











Ash.^ Cone nine reduction. This glaze has the
smooth semi -matte surface, broken by patches of gloss,
characteristic of ash glazes. The ash used in the glaze was
unwashed hardwood ash sieved through a coarse screen.
Several color variations were used. A strong iron red
was developed from additions of bone ash 5 to 10, and red Iron
17
oxide 6 to 10. The addition of the bone ash encouraged the
formation of the red color, the iron glaze otherwise resulted
in a listless brown. A golden 'color resulted from additions
of red iron oxide 2 and rutile 2.5 to the base glaze. A
further addition of bone ash 5 caused a warmer variation.





Morino's Glaze. Cone nine reduction. This glaze is
opaque and has a satin semi -gloss surface.
A color ranging from tan and orange to gray, depending
upon the thickness of the glaze, resulted from vanadium stain
5 and rutile 4. Electric blue resulted from small additions







Celadon. Cone nine reduction. The iron in the clay
body caused a strong green glaze without additional colorants,
The range of the glaze was from a thin matte blue green to a
thicker crystalline gray green gloss. A strong reducing








UK White. Cone nine reduction. This is a semi -matte
glaze, that varies with thickness from tan gray to strong
opaque white. The surface of the glaze remained unchanged on
Interiors of covered jars. A high cone nine firing was










Haystack. Cone nine reduction. This opaque semi -matte





Kentucky ball clay 9
Calcined kaolin 6
Zinc oxide 3
Red iron oxide 6
Rutile 4
TV. Cone five oxidation. This is a matte glaze with
a slightly pitted surface. In cone five reduction, shivering
resulted.
A blue color, with a green cast, resulted from additions
of cobalt oxide .25 and rutile 1.5- Manganese 2 and rutile 2









The following slips were used under the glazes both at








Black copper oxide 5
Manganese dioxide 5
Cobalt oxide 2.5












I experimented at the University of Chicago with the
additions of rare-earth oxides as colorants to base cone
nine reduction glazes. Those used were samarium, neodymium,
and praesodymium. This choice was based on cost and avail
ability.




Kentucky ball clay 9
Kaolin 8
Zinc oxide 3
Additions of samarium k% showed the base color unchanged.
Additions of 4$ neodymium gave a very pale blue green color,
while ki praesodymium resulted in a slight purplish cast to
the glaze.
The results were so unsatisfactory that a second base
glaze was substituted. This was UK, a glaze discussed above.
Additions of 5$ samarium gave a slight yellow green cast,
and neodymium at 5$, a pale blue violet tone. Praesodymium at
5$ tended not to dissolve in the glaze, leaving blue specks and
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streaks in the white base color. Mixtures of samarium 2$
and neodymium 2$ gave a blue violet cast to the white base.
A similar mixture of samarium and praesodymium was identical
with the straight praesodymium test mentioned above. A
mixture of 2g$ neodymium and 2|$ praesodymium left the base
unchanged.
The same tests of 5$ of each colorant in the UK base
were fired in cone nine oxidation with the following results.
Samarium caused a rough surface texture but left the color
unchanged. The neodymium test was identical with the
reduction test mentioned above. Praesodymium gave a pale
but definite leaf green. The results of the combined glazes
at 2g$ each were: Samarium and neodymium, a blue cast to the
white base; samarium and praesodymium, a pale green; and neo
dymium and praesodymium, a very faint blue green.
For the final series of tests, again at cone nine
reduction, I increased the additions of the colorants to 10$.
Samarium gave dark brown green streaks to the glaze, and the
surface appeared slightly stiffer than that of the base.
Neodymium still gave a pale blue, but the glaze surface was
rough and pitted. Praesodymium resulted in a strong green
with a surface similar to that of the base.
To summarize these tests, colors were obtained that were
in no way superior to or different from those obtained from
standard colorants. Large amounts of oxide were necessary to
obtain a strong color which resulted in added expense, and
often a change in the glaze surface.
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F. CONCLUSION
The covered jar is a particularly useful area for
exploration in a thesis project. It can be. a meeting
ground for both the functional and sculptural approaches.
From a pedagogical point of view, the discipline of
functional work provides an excellent vehicle for study
ing the craft of ceramics. It also serves as an exercise
In the creative solution to esthetic problems.
It is unfortunate that many contemporary potters
neglect the functional aspect of ceramics, to emphasize
instead the sculptural, usually pure sculpture. This
at-
tiide is reinforced by the high esteem which both artist
and public hold for sculptural pieces, to the detriment
of traditional pottery. My work on the present problem
has at least strengthened my commitment to the functional
approach and to strike a balance between the craft of
pottery and its sculptural aspect.
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FOOTNOTES
1. D. Rhodes, Stoneware and Porcelain (Chilton
Company, Philadelphia, 1959), p. 208.
2. B. Leach, A Potter Rs Book (Transatlantic Arts, Inc.,
Hollywood-by-the-Sea, Florida, 1965), p. 91.
3. D. Rhodes, Clay and Glazes for the Potter (Chilton
Company, Philadelphia, 1957), p. 211.
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Plate 2. Covered jar. Cone nine re





Plate 3. Collared casseroles. Bisque-
ware,

Plate 4. Collared casserole. Cone nine
reduction, iron red ash glaze.

Plate 5. Collared casserole. Cone nine
reduction, iron red ash glaze.
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Plate 6. Collared casserole. Cone nine
reduction, iron red ash glaze.

Plate 7. Collared casseroles. Cone
nine reduction. Top: MorinoRs
tan glaze. Bottom: green ash
glaze.

Plate 8. Casseroles. Cone nine reduction.
Top: gold ash glaze. Bottom:
Morino's white base glaze.

Plate 9. Teapot and casserole. Cone nine
reduction, iron red ash glaze.

Plate 10. Teapot and casserole. Teapot.
Top: cone nine reduction, green
ash glaze. Bottom: cone five
oxidation, blue TV glaze.

Plate 11. Sculptural covered jars. Cone
nine reduction. Top: iron red
ash glaze. Bottom: ash glaze
with ilmenite.

Plate 12. Sculptural covered jars. Cone
nine reduction. Top: gold ash
glaze. Bottom: green ash glaze.

Plate 13. Sculptural covered jars,
Bisqueware.

Plate 14. Sculptural covered jar. Cone
nine reduction, ash glaze with
Ilmenite.

Plate 15. Sculptural covered jar. Cone
five oxidation, tan TV glaze.

Plate 16. Sculptural covered jars,
Bisqueware.

Plate 17- Sculptural covered jars,
Bisqueware.

Plate 18. Sculptural covered jar. Cone
nine reduction, green ash glaze.

Plate 19- Sculptural covered jar. Cone
five oxidation, blue TV glaze.

Plate 20. Sculptural covered jars. Top:
cone nine reduction, celadon
glaze. Bottom: bisqueware.

Plate 21. Sculptural covered jars,
Bisqueware.

